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Description
Hi Ray,
I know you've sent me the link to the registration plugin you created that restricts sign-ups to .org and .edu domains, but I can't find it.
Can you please also remind me whether you've packaged that plugin for public release? If not, can you please budget some time to
do so?
History
#1 - 2014-08-21 07:38 PM - scott voth
Hi Matt - I'm writing documentation page for CBOX registration, so I know that it is called BP Restrict Signup By Email Domain - and is available on
github here - https://github.com/r-a-y/bp-rsed
#2 - 2014-08-21 09:44 PM - Matt Gold
- Subject changed from Registration Plugin to Package Registration Plugin for WP Repo Release
Thank you, Ray. I was asking this so that I could add a reply to the CBOX thread you wound up replying to. Let's leave this ticket open for the WP
Repo packaging task. Thank you very much!
#3 - 2014-08-22 05:36 PM - Raymond Hoh
Scott - We haven't officially added BP Restrict Signup By Email Domain to the list of CBOX plugins yet.
Matt - I've submitted the plugin to wp.org for review. Once it passes review, I'll push it to wp.org.
#4 - 2014-08-22 07:17 PM - Matt Gold
Thank you, Ray!
#5 - 2016-01-26 11:59 AM - Boone Gorges
Bump. Ray, I see (with my magical Plugin Repo Powers) that this plugin was approved, but never uploaded.
#6 - 2016-03-01 12:46 PM - Raymond Hoh
Yeah, I dropped the ball on this!
I'll release this sometime this week.
#7 - 2016-03-08 11:45 AM - Raymond Hoh
- Status changed from Assigned to Resolved
Should be up now!
#8 - 2016-03-08 11:52 AM - Matt Gold
Awesome -- thanks, Ray! just tweeted out the news - https://twitter.com/mkgold/status/707247490052005889
Can you please add screenshots whenever you have a chance? Thank you.
#9 - 2016-03-08 11:54 AM - Raymond Hoh
I think wordpress.org hasn't updated the plugin info from the readme.txt file yet.
In the meantime, you can check out the Github repo for a screenshot:
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https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/bp-rsed
#10 - 2016-03-08 11:57 AM - Matt Gold
Thanks!
Best,
Matt
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